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Existing recommender algorithms lack dynamism, human focus, and serendipitous recommendations. The literature indicates that the context of a user influences user decisions, and when incorporated in recommender systems (RSs), novel and serendipitous recommendations can be realized. This article shows that social, cultural, psychological, and economic contexts of a user influence user traits or decisions. The article demonstrates a novel approach of incorporating holistic user context-aware knowledge in an algorithm to solve the highlighted problems. Web content mining and collaborative filtering approaches were used to develop a holistic user context-aware (HUC) algorithm. The algorithm was evaluated on a social network using online experimental evaluations. The algorithm demonstrated dynamism, novelty, and serendipity with an average of 84% novelty and 85% serendipity.

1. Introduction

Research in recommender systems research has recently diverted attention to context-aware recommender systems (CARS) since incorporating contextual information in recommender systems is an effective approach to create more accurate and relevant recommendations [1]. Recommender algorithms are generally limited to coping up with the dynamics of user preferences [2, 3]. In current recommender systems (RSs), adaptive learning is basically derived from computing neighbourhood of a user from ratings using distance functions such as Pearson correlation function and Euclidean distance function. Therefore, adaptation will be mainly the by-product of the neighbourhood computation. If a user rates something new, his/her neighbourhood changes, and as a result, the recommendations got by this user are likely to change. This is the type of adaptive recommendation which is experienced in current recommendation algorithms. However, preferences inferred from user actions only are inadequate to deduce sound user-centric predictions [4].

Recommender algorithms are found lagging behind the dynamics of user preferences, resulting in lack of sound dynamic, novel, and serendipitous recommendations [5]. Moreover, the incorporated contexts in CARS are not enough for tailoring personalized services to users. One or two contexts are only incorporated in recommender systems, and these are not enough to represent users’ interests or preferences [6]. The literature indicates that recommender algorithms lack significant novel and serendipitous recommendations [7, 8].

To address the identified challenges, an investigation was carried out and it was found that recommender algorithms are biased significantly towards system-centric factors such as accuracy, diversity, and scalability [9]. There is a lack of incorporation of knowledge from these user-centric factors (user experience, user decision-making processes, and user interaction) [10]. Therefore, this article presents a unique method of incorporating users’ decision-making knowledge into a recommender algorithm. The context-aware recommender algorithm uses the holistic contextual user profile in the form of social, cultural, psychological, and economic profile, together with items associated with the user to offer recommendations. When tested online, the algorithm proved to offer dynamic, novel, and serendipitous recommendations.
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to any user as compared to any algorithm that uses ratings and rated items.

The main contribution of this work is the contextual modelling of the holistic user contextual profile in order to provide dynamic, novel, and serendipitous recommendations. The approach brings the benefit of satisfaction to the users of the recommender system. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows related work, Section 3 shows the materials used and the theory behind the recommendation approach, Section 4 demonstrates the experimental setup, Section 5 shows the results, and Section 6 discusses the results. Finally, Section 7 summarizes and provides future directions.

2. Related Work

Contextualization is viewed as a paradigm for building intelligent systems that can better predict and anticipate the needs of users and acts more efficiently in response to their behavior. The incorporation of contextual information about the user in the recommendation process has attracted major interest [11]. Contextual information matters in RSs, and it is important to take this information into account when providing recommendations [12].

Contextual information/features of a user such as time and location are quite important in making novel and serendipitous recommendations [1, 7, 13, 14]. Modelling the contextual information about a user enables the recommendation engine to provide more reasonable recommendations for users [13, 15], and context adaptation is one major goal of session-aware recommendation engines [16].

It is a well-known fact from decision science that a decision made speaks a lot especially about the decision-maker’s values [17]. If a user chooses an item or prefers an item, people with the same values with this particular user are likely to be interested in the same items [18]. Since users’ preferences are likely to be similar to, or influenced by friends [19]. Users first identify the need of an item and then search for it and evaluate alternatives from the search before making a purchase [20]. Understanding users of RSs is the key issue for better recommendations, and users can be advised at the right place and at the right time with the right message [21]. The researchers of this article found from the literature that users are influenced by significant factors such as economic status, psychological status (e.g., mood), cultural values, and social status when choosing an item or a service [7, 21]. In summary, these are the factors that spell all conceptual issues that explain theoretical derivations of user preferences.

There are algorithms that incorporate time in the recommendation engines due to the fact that, in some circumstances, a recommendation that is relevant in the morning context may not be relevant in the evening and vice versa [7, 22]. In clothing industry, clothes needed during summer and winter may be different. Time can be aggregated such that it can be classified in daily periods for instance {morning, afternoon, evening} or seasonal periods such as {summer, winter, spring, autumn} or event periods such as {Christmas, new year, school reopening, etc.} [7, 21].

Recently RSs have been designed which incorporate time [2, 23]; however, an algorithm that focuses on the holistic approach of incorporating important decision-making factors in the context of {social, cultural, psychological, economic} factors has not been investigated or implemented. Generally, recommendation algorithms work with a general assumption that recent ratings are more important than older ratings [1, 22]. Users generally select content or items based on current desires or preferences at the time of selection. Such desires or preferences, however, often fluctuate over time [1, 19, 24].

Most of the work on CARS has been conceptual. Collection of big data for incorporation in CARS is still another major challenge that needs to be tackled [11]. Overall, the field of CARS is a relatively new and under explored area of research, and much more work is needed to investigate it comprehensively [12].

Vargas [8] did a phenomenal series of researches and proved that there was no significant groundwork that had been performed before on novelty. He came up with a unified framework for novelty and diversity coming from an integration of different mathematical models that describe novelty and diversity. He built the framework on the argument that novelty and diversity are inextricably interrelated. It is quite recognizable that computation of novel recommendations is done during the time of ranking the recommended list. The recommended list is shuffled to make sure that the final list is novel and diverse.

Lee and Lee [9] also proposed an algorithm to provide novel recommendations whereby a graph-based recommender algorithm was developed that uses positively rated items in users’ profiles to construct a highly connected undirected graph. Items were represented as nodes and positive correlations as edges. Using the concept of entropy and the linked items in the graph, the proposed algorithm was able to find recommendations that were both novel and relevant.

The strategy of computing novel recommendations seems to be satisfactory from the status quo, but the argument still exists that serendipity is even more beneficial than novelty because it creates new preferences to the user thereby driving a user to make decisions in favor of the RS [7, 19, 25, 26] argues that new methods of extracting implicit information about users from their daily activities can be used to realize novel and serendipitous recommendations. Alternative methods can be explored to rank and recommend items to users by considering several criteria [13, 27, 28, 29], and that is the path taken by this article.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Relevant Theory

3.1.1. Key Concepts, Terms, and Principles. The user’s contextual profile supplies substantial information about that particular user. Context in this case includes factors like time that a user interacts with a RS, social, and cultural background. Context can also involve the user’s mood at a particular time (mood can be affected by events such as birthday, graduation day, or funeral time) and economic
status (which include type of profession, social class, and possessions). Therefore, given that a recommender algorithm has access to user’s contextual information, that algorithm should at least be able to give reasonable, unique novel recommendations to that user.

RS users are naturally found in different contexts [22, 30]. Users’ tastes or behaviors can be affected by many contextual circumstances of the user, for instance, social life, mood, cultural background, economic status, location, and factors such as time (weekends, weekdays, and holidays) [22]. The geographical location of a user can have a significant influence on his/her preferences in clothing or food [31]. From an extensive review of the literature, the researchers found that the user contextual phenomenon can be classified into four classes. These classes are social, cultural, psychological, and economic status. If a user is in a certain social or cultural context, that user has particular needs. The same applies when a user is in a certain mood (psychological status), that user will like or dislike certain items [24]. If a user is in a certain economic status or context, that user is able or not able to afford certain items. It also entails that if the user’s social status or economic status changes, he/she will have different preferences or tastes. Therefore, a recommender algorithm must take all the four contextual classes into consideration to offer dynamic, novel, and serendipitous recommendations to users.

3.1.2. Principles behind Computations. The main principle behind the computation of the holistic user context-aware (HUC) algorithm is that users in the same context (social, cultural, psychological, and economic status) are likely to have the same taste or similar set of preferences. There are similarity functions such as Jaccard similarity function, Pearson correlation function, and Euclidean distance function which can be used to find the contextual similarity of users, using their profiles. Table 1 shows the comparison of these similarity measure functions.

Jaccard was used in this article because of the nature of the input data to the HUC algorithm. Jaccard is a simple statistic used for comparing the similarity and diversity of sample sets. It is a similarity distance measure similar to other methods of measuring similarity such as Euclidean distance, Pearson’s correlation coefficient, and cosine similarity function. Its main advantage in this case is that it is best applicable in measuring the similarity of finite sets. Profiles can be converted into sets and are easily compared to find out similar profiles. The Jaccard index is a measure of similarity between sets and produces a value between 0 and 1.0 inclusive. It was introduced by Jaccard, the late professor of botany [32]. Many developers of recommender systems have used the Jaccard similarity to find the similarity between different types of sets especially in content-based recommender systems where it is used to measure the similarity of two documents [31]. Some of the published work where Jaccard was used include [32, 33] and [32, 34–37].

3.1.3. Graphical Representation of the Computational Theory. Similarity computation can be performed to find a link or similarity between user profiles. Using the graph theory, a graph is defined as an ordered triple V(G), E(G), and ψ(G). Where V(G) is a nonempty set of vertices (where vertices are user profiles in this case), E(G) is a set of edges (edges are a representation of similarities), and ψ(G) which is associated with each edge of G as an unordered pair of (not necessarily distinct) vertices of G. ψ(G) is therefore the Jaccard similarity coefficient value that depicts the similarity between two vertices. If e is an edge and u and v are vertices such that ψ(G(e)) = uv = 0.9, then e is said to be joining u and v. 0.9 shows the similarity value of the two vertices and depicts that u and v are very similar.

Therefore:

\[
G = (V(G), E(G), \psi(G))
\]

\[
V(G) = \text{user1, user2, user3, user4, user5, user6, user7, user8}
\]

\[
E(G) = e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7
\]

Suppose at some unique time t, ψ(G) is depicted as follows:

\[
\psi(G(e1)) = \text{user1 user2} = 0.8,
\]

\[
\psi(G(e2)) = \text{user1 user3} = 0.7,
\]

\[
\psi(G(e3)) = \text{user4 user2} = 0.1,
\]

\[
\psi(G(e4)) = \text{user5 user6} = 0.5,
\]

\[
\psi(G(e5)) = \text{user3 user4} = 0.3,
\]

\[
\psi(G(e6)) = \text{user4 user7} = 0.5,
\]

\[
\psi(G(e7)) = \text{user4 user8} = 0.6
\]

If user profiles have a similarity with a range of 0.5–1, it means that these users are similar. In other words, they are in related contexts and are likely to be interested in the same items. Therefore, from Figure 1, user 4 will be recommended items clicked/rated (that is actioned) by users 7 and 8. Looking at the graph, we can conclude that user 8 and user 7 are likely to be similar since they are both similar to user 4. Given that they have recent actions performed on the system according to the HUC algorithm, both are likely to be recommended items actioned by user 4. If the RS is deployed on a social network, then user 8 is likely to be recommended user 7 as a potential friend or a potential client.

3.1.4. Computational Efficiency. Novelty and serendipity are to a greater extent realized when using active profiles to compute neighbourhoods. Given that there are more than a million active users, it becomes computationally expensive to calculate the Jaccard similarity between the concerned users with the rest of the active users. This means that the efficiency and robustness of the algorithm are affected. Therefore, there is a need for a robust method that can be used to trim down the number of active users needed during similarity computation. We deliberated on classification and clustering algorithms such as k-means clustering, k-nn nearest neighbour, and decision trees. Decision trees were found to be the best method of classifying profiles efficiently because of the nature of the data used to compute neighbourhoods. Since the data come as sets, they will be the best for dynamic classification of
profiles using decision trees. When a new user comes in, he/she will be placed in a specific class, and from that class, another computation will be done to compute his/her neighbourhood using the Jaccard similarity metric. This method reduces the computational time significantly. Moreover, classes will be changing systematically since the user profile will be updated by the user’s activities. When a user profile changes, the user is migrated to another class of similar profiles. This approach gives rise to dynamic recommendations.

1) Classification using the ID3 Decision Tree. Using the ID3 (Iterative Dichotomiser 3) version of a decision tree designed by Ross Quinlan, we start by calculating entropy, which is a statistical metric that measures the impurity of the data set. Given a set $S$ of user profiles, which contains two classes: positive (meaning user did the anticipated action) and negative (meaning did not do the anticipated action), entropy with respect to this Boolean classification is

$$\text{entropy}(S) = -p(\text{positive}) \log_2 p(\text{positive})$$

$$- p(\text{negative}) \log_2 p(\text{negative}),$$

where $p$ positive is the probability of positive examples in $S$ and $p$ negative is the probability of negative examples in $S$. Information gain is the measure of the expected reduction in entropy. It decides which among the attributes of the concerned user’s profile (the user that we want to classify) goes into a decision node (which attribute can be used to split the set). To minimize the decision tree depth, the attribute with the most entropy reduction is the best choice. The subset returned by a splitting decision must have a size of greater or equal to 50 profiles, and when the size is lower than 50, the splitting process stops and the user of concern is then classified:

$$\text{Gain}(n) = \text{Entropy}(n) - (\text{weightedaverage} \ast \text{entropy}),$$

$$\text{Gain}(S, A) = \text{Entropy}(S) \text{O} \text{entropy}$$

$$- \sum_{x \in \text{values}(A)} \left( \frac{|S_v|}{|S|} \ast \text{Entropy}(S_v) \right),$$

$S = \text{Each value } v \text{ of all possible values of attribute } A,$

$S_v = \text{Subset of } S \text{ for which attribute } A \text{ has value } v,$

$|S_v| = \text{Number of elements in } S_v,$

$|S| = \text{Number of elements in } S.$

(2)

Given that on an e-commerce platform at a certain moment, a user was about to be classified into a certain class which shares the same attributes as him using the ID3 decision tree. A set of user profiles together with their transactional history (whether they have bought or not on the e-commerce platform) was retrieved from the platform as shown in Table 2. These very short profiles will be used to demonstrate how the ID3 decision tree can compute the class of user. In column action, 1 represents that the user bought something, 0 represents that the user did not buy anything.

The attributes maybe {age range, gender, location, hometown, time period, profession}, and they can have the following values:

- gender = F, M
- location = {harare, gweru, bindura, mutoko, bulawayo}
- hometown = {chinhoyi, gweru, masvingo, mutoko, bindura}
- time period = {morning, afternoon, evening}
- profession = {law, engineering, education, indigenous, health, student}

We need to find which attribute will be the first decision node in the decision tree:
Table 2: A short blueprint of user profiles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>Age range</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Time period</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20–25</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Morning</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>25–30</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20–25</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Evening</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>30–35</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Morning</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>35–40</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>35–40</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>35–40</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Morning</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>20–25</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user 4</td>
<td>20–25</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Morning</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Entropy(S) = -(7/9) log 2(7/9) - (2/9) log 2(2/9) = 0.764,

Gain(S, gender) = Entropy(S) - (5/9) * Entropy(SF)

= -(4/9) * Entropy(SM)

= 0.764 - (5/9) * 0.7219 - (4/9) * 0.811

= 0.723,

Entropy(SF) = -(4/3) * log 2(4/3) - (1/3) * log 2(1/3)

= 0.7219,

Entropy(SM) = -(3/4) * log 2(3/4) - (1/4) * log 2(1/4)

= 0.811.

Looking at the scenario above, information gain of other attributes is less than 0.723; therefore, gender will be used as the first decision node. User end up in the class of males who made their transactions in the morning. Therefore, the minimum possible class size of user, will be returned to other modules of the HUC algorithm for further computation. As shown in Figure 2, user, will be in the same class as user 4. Therefore, a similarity function will be called to compute the similarity between user, and user 4.

When a user’s context changes either in the form of social, cultural, psychological, or economic context, that user’s friends (neighbourhood) change as well. Therefore, the user’s predicted preferences will be derived from the user’s recent context or profile. Thus, the HUC algorithm will not be stuck with the user’s historical preferences. The change of neighbourhood will be an outcome of the new similarity computation. Novel and serendipitous recommendations will be a product of computing other recommendations from recent acted items within the neighbourhood of the concerned user.

3.2. The HUC Recommender Algorithm

Vectors:

\[ P_i = \text{tuple} (s, c, p, e) (a \text{ profile for user } i) \]

\[ s = \text{tuple} (a_1, \ldots, a_n), \text{ where } a_i \text{ is a social attribute} \]

\[ c = \text{tuple} (c_1, \ldots, c_n), \text{ where } c_i \text{ is a cultural attribute} \]

\[ p = \text{tuple} (p_1, \ldots, p_n), \text{ where } p_i \text{ is a psychological attribute} \]

\[ e = \text{tuple} (e_1, \ldots, e_n), \text{ where } e_i \text{ is an economic attribute} \]

Sets:

\[ I = \{ x: \text{x is an item/product} \} \]

\[ I_r = \{ x: \text{x is a recommended item and } P_i \} \]

\[ U = \{ x: \text{x is a profile for user } u \} \]

\[ O = \{ x: \text{x is an old user profile} \} \]

\[ R = \{ x: \text{x is an active user} \} \]

\[ N = \{ x: \text{x is a new user profile} \} \]

\[ M = \{ x: \text{x is a recommended item and Similarity } (x_i, x_j) \geq n, \text{ where } n \text{ is 0.5, } \forall i, j \} \]

Check if user u has previously expressed interest in product i: \[ x \in I, \text{ ifActive } (u, i) = x, u \in U \text{ AND } i \in I \]

(i) Derivative expressions:

\[ R \subseteq U, U = O \cup N, \text{ and } M \subseteq R \]

Algorithm 1 computes recommendations to users, and it starts by passing existing users to Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2 starts by computing active users from the existing/old users and then comes up with similar users to the concerned user \( u \) from active users, and it retains a list of users who are similar to the concerned user. Algorithm 1 then computes frequent items acted by similar users by calling Algorithm 3. These frequent sets of items are the ones recommended to the user \( u \). Time complexity for the ComputeRecommendations algorithm is mainly determined by the time complexity of Algorithms 2 and 3.

Algorithm 2 computes the similarity of profiles. Given a list of profiles, it computes the similarity of the given list in relation to a particular user. The main algorithm to be called is the Jaccard similarity algorithm, which does the underlying work of computing similarity. The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is shown below:

\[ n = |O|, \ m = |R|, T(\text{computeProfileClassSet}(u, O)), T(\text{JaccardSimilarity}(m, u)) \]

\[ T(R) = n * 1, T(M) = m * n^2 \]

\[ T(\text{ComputeSimilarProfile}) = n + m * n^2 \]

\[ O(n + mn * 2) = O(mn^2) \]

Algorithm 3 uses association rule mining (apriori) to compute frequent sets. The main task of this algorithm is to come up with a set of items which are frequently acted by similar users. The actions might be searching, clicking, rating, etc. Its time complexity is illustrated as follows.
Gain(S, gender) == max
while(len(S) > 50)
continue

Gain(S, time_period) == max
while(len(S) > 50)
continue

Gain(S, time_period) == max
while(len(S) > 50)
continue

user1, user7
user4
user6

user2, user8

len(S) ≤ 50

Figure 2: A snippet of the decision tree.

Algorithm 1: ComputeRecommendations.

Algorithm 2: ComputeSimilarProfile.

Algorithm 3: ComputeItemsActionedbySimilarProfile.
Time complexity for the ComputeItemsActionedbySimilarProfile algorithm is as follows:

\[ n = |\text{freqset}|, \quad m = |T|, \quad z = |M|, \quad p = |I|, \quad g = |\text{It}|, \quad k = \text{constant} \]
\[ T(\text{freqSet}) = 2p, \quad T(T) = z + 1(2p), \quad T(I_j) = p + 1 + n + p \]
\[ T(\text{ComputeItemsActionedbySimilarProfile}) = p + 1 + n + p + z + 1(2p) + 2p \]
\[ O(p + 1 + n + p + z + 1(2p) + 2p) = O(n) \]

Algorithm 4 in particular is responsible for reducing the list of old users with recent events/actions. This algorithm implements the ID3 decision tree. Given that on a platform there are a million active users, Algorithm 4 will trim down the number of active users to a very small list of maybe up to 50 users. Algorithm 2 will then compute similar users from this new list. This method reduces the time for extracting similar users significantly. Operations such as this can be run in the background so that they do not disturb user interaction.

The time complexity of the classification algorithm (computeProfileClassSet algorithm) is as follows:

\[ n = |O|, \quad m = |G_o|, \quad d = |O_d|, \quad k = \text{constant}, \quad e = |A|, \quad T(\text{Entropy}(o)) = 1, \]
\[ T(\sum_{v_o \in V_o} (|O_x|* \text{Entropy}(O_x))) = 1 + e * k, \quad T(\text{max}) = n, \quad T(O_d) = n \]
\[ n = \text{computeProfileClassSet} = 1 + e * k + n + n \]
\[ O(1 + e * k + n + n) = e + n + n = O(n) \]

isActive() is the fifth algorithm which checks whether a particular user is active on a platform or not. The time complexity for Active algorithm is only \(O(1)\) since there is one operation that checks if a condition is true or false.

The Jaccard similarity function takes two sets of items and returns a value from a range of 0–1, 1 meaning the sets are similar and 0 meaning they are not similar. Its known time complexity is as follows:

\[ T(\text{JaccardSimilarity}) = O(n^2) \]
\[ O(n^2) \] is the known time complexity for the Jaccard algorithm, where \(n\) is number of sets.

The Apriori algorithm is the one that does the underlying work of implementing the association rule mining technique. It computes the frequent set using a threshold value. Its time complexity is \(O(n)\), where \(n\) is number of unique items in set \(I_m\) or in the set of all transactions.

3.2.1. Definition of Terms

\(P_i = \{s, c, k, e\}\) is a profile for a user \(i\) where the order of the elements in the tuple is important. The order of items in \(s, c, k, e\) is important as well.

\(s = \{s_1, \ldots, s_o\}\) is a social attribute (relationship-status, age-range, gender, education, likes, political-affiliation, social status).
\(c = \{c_1, \ldots, c_o\}\) is a cultural attribute (religion, current location, hometown, timezone/time period, language).
\(k = \{p_1, \ldots, p_o\}\) is a psychological attribute (birthday, friends birthday, movies, upcoming events).
\(e = \{e_1, \ldots, e_o\}\) is an economic attribute (currency, work history, profession, residential category).

\(I = \{x: x\} \text{ is an item/product}\), \(IR = \{x: x \in I \text{ AND recommended to } P_o\}\), \(U = \{x: x \in P_o\}\), where \(P_o\) is a profile for user \(u\), \(O = \{x: x \in U_o\}\), where \(O\) is an old user profile, \(R = \{x: x \in U \text{ AND } x\} \text{ is an active user}\), \(N = \{x: x \in U_m\}\), where \(N\) is a new user profile, \(M = \{x: x \in R \text{ AND Similarity}(x_i, x_j) \geq n\}, \text{ where } n = 0.5, \forall i, j\)

If user \(u\) has previously expressed interest in product \(i\), this can be represented in the form of 
\(\text{isActive}(u, i) = x\), where \(x\) is a Boolean and \(u\) is active users, and it retains a list of users who are similar to the concerned user. Algorithm 1 then computes frequent items acted upon by similar users by calling Algorithm 3. These frequent sets of items are the ones recommended to the user \(u\). Time complexity for the ComputeRecommendations algorithm is mainly determined by the time complexity of Algorithms 2 and 3.

Algorithm 2 computes the similarity of profiles. Given a list of profiles, it computes the similarity of the given list in relation to a particular user. The main algorithm to be called is the Jaccard similarity algorithm, which does the underlying work of computing similarity. The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is shown below:

\[ n = |O|, \quad m = |R|, \quad T(\text{computeProfileClassSet}(u, O)) = T(\text{JaccardSimilarity}(m, u)) \]
\[ T(R) = n \ast 1, \quad T(M) = m \ast n^2 \]
\[ T(\text{ComputeSimilarProfile}) = n + m \ast n^2 \]
\[ O(n + mn * 2) = (O(mn^2)) \]

Algorithm 3 uses association rule mining (apriori) to compute frequent sets. The main task of this algorithm is to come up with a set of items which are frequently acted upon by similar users. The actions might be searching, clicking, rating, etc. Its time complexity is illustrated as follows.

Time complexity for the ComputeItemsActionedbySimilarProfile algorithm is as follows:

\[ n = |\text{freqset}|----, \quad m = |T|, \quad z = |M|, \quad p = |I|, \quad g = |\text{It}|, \quad k = \text{constant} \]
\[ T(\text{freqSet}) = 2p, \quad T(T) = z + 1(2p), \quad T(I_j) = p + 1 + n + p \]
\[ T(\text{ComputeItemsActionedbySimilarProfile}) = p + 1 + n + p + z + 1(2p) + 2p \]
\[ O(p + 1 + n + p + z + 1(2p) + 2p) = O(n) \]

Algorithm 4 in particular is responsible for reducing the list of old users with recent events/actions. This algorithm
Algorithm 4: ComputeProfileClassSet.

Algorithm 5: isActive.

Algorithm 6: JaccardSimilarity.

Algorithm 7: Apriori.
implements the ID₃ decision tree. Given that on a platform there are a million active users, Algorithm 4 will trim down the number of active users to a very small list of maybe up to 50 users. Algorithm 2 will then compute similar users from this new list. This method reduces the time for extracting similar users significantly. Operations such as this can be run in the background so that they do not disturb user interaction.

**Algorithm 8: Entropy.**

1. **Entropy**
2. **INPUT:** O (set of old profiles)
3. **OUTPUT:** Entropy Value
4. **Begin**
5. Entropy \( \leftarrow -\left(\frac{|O_{+}|}{|O|}\log_2\left(\frac{|O_{+}|}{|O|}\right) - \left(\frac{|O_{-}|}{|O|}\log_2\left(\frac{|O_{-}|}{|O|}\right)\right)\right) \)
6. \( O_{+} \) number of profiles in O with positive actions
7. return Entropy
8. **End**

**Algorithm 9: Support.**

1. **Support**
2. **INPUT:** X (set of items)
3. \( |I_m| \) (number of items transacted)
4. **OUTPUT:** \( S_{ratio} \) (support ratio of X)
5. **Begin**
6. count \( \leftarrow 0 \)
7. for all \( i \) in \( I_m \)
8. if \( (i \in X) \)
9. count \( \leftarrow \) count + 1
10. \( S_{ratio} \leftarrow (\text{count}/|I_m|) \times 100 \)
11. return \( S_{ratio} \)
12. **End**

**Figure 3: Experimental setup: clients interacting with the HUC algorithm.**
The time complexity of the classification algorithm (computeProfileClassSet algorithm) is as follows:

\[
T\left(\sum_{x \in V_o} (|O_{x_i}|/|O_n|) \times \text{Entropy}(O_x)\right)
\]

\[
T(G_0) = 1 + e \times k, T(\text{max}) = n, T(\text{Od}) = n
\]

\[
O(1 + e \times k + n + n) = e + n + n = O(n)
\]

isActive() is the fifth algorithm which checks whether a particular user is active on a platform or not. The time complexity for Active algorithm is only \(O(1)\) since there is one operation that checks if a condition is true or false.

The Jaccard similarity function takes two sets of items and returns a value from a range of 0–1, 1 meaning the sets are similar and 0 meaning they are not similar. Its time complexity is \(O(n^2)\) the known time complexity for the Jaccard algorithm, where \(n\) is number of sets.

The Apriori algorithm is the one that does the underlying work of implementing the association rule mining technique. It computes the frequent set using a threshold value. Its time complexity is \(O(n)\), where \(n\) is number of unique items in set \(I_m\) or in the set of all transactions.

## 4. Experimental Setup

The HUC algorithm was evaluated using online experimental evaluation methods since it was integrated with Unipals, a growing social site/network for Zimbabwean universities. This social site is used by university employees and students. However, any web user can open an account on the platform just like Facebook and make friends. By the time it was tested in December 2018, the platform had 1486 users and the number of users is still increasing. 1486 users were a good initial step for a meaningful online evaluation.

### 4.1. Aim and Objectives

The aim is to find out if the HUC algorithm is coping up with the dynamics of user preferences and does it offer novel and serendipitous recommendations.

### 4.2. Background

The HUC algorithm can be integrated with a web/mobile application that provides recommendation services to its clientele. When a client is interacting with an application, the client’s information and segmented history are sent to the algorithm so that it will compute recommendations. After computation, the algorithm returns items to be recommended to the client which would then be presented on the client’s interface. This procedure is shown in Figure 3.

### 4.3. Procedure

In this experiment, we integrated the HUC algorithm with a growing social network for universities in Zimbabwe Unipals: Unipals. The source code of the algorithm implementation is found on GitHub. The algorithm recommends friends or pals on the platform. The users’ profiles {social, cultural, psychological, economic} are implicitly built as the user interacts with the platform. The user profile or context which was used by the algorithm to compute recommendations consists of {location, countryOfOrigin, time, friends, age, gender, picture-tags, language, likes, hobbies, interests}. This holistic user context increases the knowledge about the user so as to predict novel recommendations. The algorithm computes and then recommends pals or friends to the subject user. The summarized procedure of the whole process is depicted in Figure 3. Since this was an online experiment, the users were not aware that the algorithm is under test. The algorithm captured how the subject user responded to recommendations made.

### 4.4. Data Set Design and Preparation

The interaction of users with the social network and the interaction of users with the recommender algorithm were logged and saved in a csv file which can be accessed on dataset or on GitHub. For security reasons, the user profile data are not given for analysis. The information captured during transactions is shown in Table 3.

The recommendation ID in Table 3 represents the recommendations that have been offered to users. The subject user is the user that is receiving recommendations, and the clicked user is the user that is clicked by the subject user. When a subject user logs in, he/she is recommended a friend/pal, and if the user clicks the recommended user, the recommended user becomes the clicked user. The recommendation time is the time when the recommendation is made, and the clicked time is the time when the clicked user is clicked.

### 4.5. Online Evaluation Experiment

RS research is often based on comparisons of predictive accuracy: the better the evaluation scores, the better the RS. However, it is difficult to compare results from different RSs due to many options in design and implementation of evaluation strategies [38]. Therefore, a holistic approach of evaluating an RS will be a fair method of evaluation. While offline analysis is useful, user satisfaction (which is the main focus of this research) can only be measured in an online context [39].
During online evaluation, the users are real users in a fully deployed system. This approach is less susceptible to bias from the recruitment process because the users are often directly using the system in the natural course of affairs [22]. From this background, we applied the online evaluation approach as a way to assess the performance of the algorithm. The interaction of the users with the algorithm is recorded. The live process can be viewed at dataset. This dataset in csv has the latest and recorded old transactions. In the analysis section, the algorithm was assessed using the following metrics: conversion rate, coverage, robustness, accuracy, novelty, and serendipity.

5. Results

Figure 4 shows one of the author’s home pages just after logging in. A user received recommendations even before having friends on the platform since recommendations were derived from the user’s profile. This approach eliminates the cold start problem which is also a serious problem in many RSs. When the logged in user clicks one of the recommended friends, the algorithm again computes new novel recommendations. User interactions were captured and exported as csv dataset for analysis, and python libraries were used for analysis and for visualization. The Jupyter notebook file where result analysis was performed is found on GitHub. From the data gathered for analysis, (TheUser) is the one that received recommendations and clicked (the user which was clicked by the TheUser). From the dataset, more than a thousand recommendations where generated and the first 700 recommendations generated a lot of responses from the users. One thousand (1000) recommendations were offered to 250 users, which entailed that there were 250 active users on the platform and those 250 active users received recommendations at least once from the algorithm.

Figure 5 shows the record of the number of active users and the time periods which they responded to recommendations. Redundant records were found in the form of one active user responding to more than one recommendation. x+ıhe graph demonstrates that there was much activity in the morning as compared to other time sessions. Considering the fact that, in Figure 6, the time sessions were encoded as follows: 0.0–1.0 (midnight), 1.0–2.0 (afternoon), 2.0–3.0 (evening), and 3.0–4.0 (morning), we can see that a lot of activity happens in the morning, probably, that is, when the users which were mostly students got free to chat on the platform. Figure 6 also shows that the first 100 subject users responded a lot to their recommendations. This demonstrates that the algorithm was not affected by the cold

![Figure 4: A snippet of recommendations made when a user logs in.](image1)

![Figure 5: The relationship between subject users and recommendation time.](image2)

![Figure 6: The relationship of subject user, clicked user, and time.](image3)
start problem. Cold start is failure to draw any inferences for new users due to insufficient information of those users. The user profiles which participated in this experiment were not availed for analysis due to privacy issues from the service providers of the platform.

6. Discussion

Table 4 shows the first 20 records of user transactions. TheUser column is a unique identification of active users which received recommendations. The column Clicked represents the users which were clicked by TheUser, and ID numbers for TheUser is different from those for Clicked. If we look at The User1, we can see that the user is quite active, The User1 clicked ClickedID (5, 6, 11, and 3) at different times, that is, 11:42, 17:13, and 14:08, respectively. These users were clicked at different dates and time, showing that the algorithm was a bit dynamic and changes its recommendations with time and the user preferred those recommendations.

Table 4: A snippet of recorded transactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date recommended</th>
<th>Date clicked</th>
<th>Time recommended</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>TheUser</th>
<th>Clicked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018-04-20 07:57:00</td>
<td>2018-04-20 07:57:00</td>
<td>7:57:0</td>
<td>Morning</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-04-20 09:05:00</td>
<td>2018-04-20 09:05:00</td>
<td>9:05:0</td>
<td>Morning</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-04-20 09:14:00</td>
<td>2018-04-20 09:15:00</td>
<td>9:14:0</td>
<td>Morning</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-04-22 11:42:00</td>
<td>2018-04-22 11:42:00</td>
<td>11:42:0</td>
<td>Morning</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-04-22 11:42:00</td>
<td>2018-04-22 11:42:00</td>
<td>11:42:0</td>
<td>Morning</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-04-23 08:17:00</td>
<td>2018-04-23 08:17:00</td>
<td>8:17:0</td>
<td>Morning</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-04-23 11:16:00</td>
<td>2018-04-23 11:17:00</td>
<td>11:16:0</td>
<td>Morning</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-04-23 14:29:00</td>
<td>2018-04-23 14:30:00</td>
<td>14:29:0</td>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-04-23 17:13:00</td>
<td>2018-04-23 17:13:00</td>
<td>17:13:0</td>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-04-24 14:07:00</td>
<td>2018-04-24 14:08:00</td>
<td>14:07:0</td>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1. Precision. Since users where logged in sessions, it is important to figure out that unique recommendations per session can give us valuable information. Suppose that each session would take 10 minutes before a user is logged out, the session can give us valuable information. Suppose that each unique session would take 10 minutes before a user is logged out, the session can give us valuable information. Therefore, the accuracy rate or precision is given below:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{tp}}{\text{tp} + \text{fp}} \times 100.
\]

6.2. Diversity. Diversity refers to the uniqueness of the recommended items, i.e., out of the recommended users how many were unique? Getting back to the recorded transactions, from the generated unique sessional recommendations which were 646, 251 were unique recommendations (users which were never been recommended before). This meant that the diversity rate of the algorithm was \((251/646) \times 100 = 38.9%\) and shows that many of the registered users where not active on the platform. Therefore, the algorithm was left with no option but to recommend the remaining active users which were not that unique.

6.3. Coverage. Coverage looks at the total number of items on the platform, and out of the total, it identifies how many of these were ever recommended during recommendations. From the time when the transactions were recorded, the social network had 1486 users, and out of these, 1115 were picked for recommendations. Therefore, coverage rate becomes users involved/total users = \((1115/1486) \times 100 = 75.03\%\).

6.4. Novelty. Novelty determines how unknown recommended items are to a user. The novelty of a retrieval set has been defined with respect to the end user as the proportion of known and unknown relevant items in the recommended list [40].

That is, given \(L \subseteq L_k\), where \(L_k\) is the recommended list, \(L\) is the set of items in \(L_k\) that the user(u) likes, \(L\) can be partitioned as \(L = L_u \cup L_u\) into those items, \(L_u\) is already known items to the user, and \(L_u\) is unknown items to the user. Then, the novelty per user is Novelty\((R) = |L_u|/|L|\), where \(R\) is the set of all active users who received recommendations. The average novelty of the algorithm is

\[
\sum_{u \in R} \frac{|L_u|}{|L|} = 85.561\%.
\]

This shows that the novelty of the algorithm was quite high, from the transactions which were recorded.

6.5. Serendipity. An item is serendipitous if it is novel and relevant [8]. Serendipity is the measure of how surprising the relevant recommendations are.

\[
\begin{align*}
(1) & \text{ Average number of recommendations: } R \text{ at time } t_1 \text{ and time } t_2 \\
(2) & \text{ Average number of obvious items on time } t_1 \text{ and } t_2: q \\
(3) & \text{ Number of nonobvious items on time } t_1 \text{ and } t_2 = R - q
\end{align*}
\]
The best way to measure novelty and serendipity is asking users whether they were already familiar to a recommended item. However, this is impracticable in offline experiments [40]. It is for this reason that we took an online experimental approach to dealing with real users. The user’s familiarity with an item was tracked from the user’s history. If a user has been recommended an item before, that item is labeled familiar and is done implicitly. However, we did not consider other ways which the user might be familiar with the item.

Taking into consideration the level of novelty, serendipity, and dynamism of this algorithm, we can tell that the algorithm was really novel and serendipitous given that the rate was 84% at average. The level of novelty was better as compared to other novel algorithms which are found in the literature such as [40, 41] which experience a maximum of 77%. The algorithm’s recommendations were also changing with time sessions especially the four time sessions (morning, afternoon, evening, and midnight), which means it was considering time context very well. We found out that its accuracy rate was very low at 36%. It was discovered that there was a trade-off between serendipity and accuracy rate [42]. The hypothesis that, if an algorithm takes a holistic stance of incorporating contextual user profile in the form of social, cultural, psychological, and economic profile, together with user-actioned items, that algorithm can offer dynamic, novel, and serendipitous recommendations was proven.

6.6. Conclusion. From the algorithm evaluation and the discussion made, we found out that the algorithm was quite novel and serendipitous, given that the average novelty and serendipity to each user was an average of 85%. The diversity of the algorithm was a bit low with an average of 38% due to the number of active users on the platform since the algorithm only considers active users to generate neighbourhood. This diversity is comparable to one of the best novel algorithms which were implemented by Hurley and Zhang [41] which had a novelty range of 38–44% and Zanitti et al. [43] which ranges from 25–52%. The platform did not perform well on poor mobile networks, and this resulted in users visiting the platform only when using public networks or WiFi. This reduced the number of active users and affected the performance of the algorithm. However, the coverage rate of the algorithm was at an average rate of 75%, and this entails that the number of available active users were mostly considered when constructing recommendations. Finally, the article demonstrated that if a recommender algorithm is given timely and detailed profiles of users, dynamic, novel, and serendipitous recommendations can be realized, and this will increase (1) traffic on a site, (2) click streams, (3) desired decisions, and (4) retention rates.

7. Summary

This article proposed a novel mechanism of generating recommendations based on a holistic understanding of user context to tackle three issues: (1) adequate adaptation to dynamic user preferences, (2) user-centric recommendations (user satisfaction), (3) adequate novel and serendipitous recommendations. The mechanism was further demonstrated as a process of deriving a user-centric recommender algorithm. The algorithm takes a hybrid approach of collecting holistic user contextual information which can be accessed from social media and then uses a user-user collaborative approach to generate and recognize novel, serendipitous, and dynamic recommendations. The holistic users’ contextual knowledge mainly involves the social, cultural, economic status, and psychological profile of a user. The algorithm had an average time complexity of $O(n^2)$.

The results were quite promising for a social platform and we could not verify the performance of the algorithm over many platforms due to the lack of availability of other platforms to integrate with such as e-commerce and e-learning. This can be performed as future work. Another open issue is finding out which profile category among the four (social, cultural, psychological, and economic status) is more significant on platforms such as social networks, e-commerce, e-learning, movie sites, and online news. The social network did not allow users to tag most of their activities, and this also provided a limitation to this algorithm since the algorithm was supposed to be fed with updated user activities. Updated user activities would provide the algorithm with current interests and mood of users. In future, user activities could be tapped outside the service provider so that the algorithm is given a wider experience of a user to provide diverse and novel recommendations to the user. Our future work also involves developing an API that implements this algorithm so that different services can use the API to generate recommendations on different platforms.
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